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Wynton Marsalis Brings Down the House at Ursinus

Free tickets were provided for students on a first come, first serve basis and many students jumped at the chance to see such an accomplished musician. According to the evening's program, Marsalis has been described as the "most outstanding jazz musician ever" and president of his generation, one of the world's chief classical musicians, a big band leader, a composer, advocate for the Arts and an inspiring educator.

The audience seemed to agree with the characterization as a full house crowded the main floor, played by the top bassist, and led the audience in clapping for an encore.

The True History of St. Patrick's Day

The Pennsylvania Dance Ensemble has received rave reviews for its performances and will present the first in a series of eight Grammy award winning recordings of great music in the United States on March 17th at 3 p.m. in Bomberger Auditorium. The band will perform on Thursday, March 21st, at 7:30 p.m.

Wynton Marsalis is an American jazz musician, composer, and educator. He was born in New Orleans, Louisiana, on October 18, 1959, and began studying the trumpet at the age of ten. He attended the Juilliard School in New York City and later joined the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra, where he worked with Wynton Marsalis and later became its artistic director. In 1980, he founded the Wynton Marsalis Jazz Orchestra, which has won numerous awards for its recordings.

The series is funded by the Congress and also includes concerts and lectures by world-renowned musicians. The band will perform on Thursday, March 21st, at 7:30 p.m.

Wynton Marsalis at Ursinus

The film is based on writer Ruby Rae's award-winning novel of the same name. The story follows Ruby Rae, a young African-American woman, as she navigates the world of jazz music and the challenges she faces as a Black woman in the music industry.

Music Series Set for Berman Museum

When you think of St. Patrick's Day, what comes to mind? Many people think of parades, shamrocks, and green clothing. But the history of St. Patrick's Day is much more complex. It started as a way to remember the life of St. Patrick, a Christian missionary who lived in Ireland over 1500 years ago. His feast day was celebrated on March 17th, the day he died.

March 21, 1980, in New Orleans, Wynton Marsalis began studying the trumpet with his father, a noted trumpeter. He received his Bachelor of Music degree from New Orleans University in 1979 and his Master of Music degree from Colombia University in 1981. He is currently the artistic director of the Wynton Marsalis Jazz Orchestra.

Wynton Marsalis grew up in New Orleans, Louisiana, and started playing the trumpet at a young age. He attended the Juilliard School in New York City and later joined the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra, where he worked with Wynton Marsalis and later became its artistic director. In 1980, he founded the Wynton Marsalis Jazz Orchestra, which has won numerous awards for its recordings.

Ms. Shillingford, a professor of French, will conclude the semester with a presentation on French literature and culture.
Students On Campus

This week’s question
Do you like living with those of the opposite sex or not? Our reporter asked students: What are your thoughts on the new dorm being co-ed by room?

That would be good. We need more co-ed housing. Brian Westbach '06

I don’t have a problem with it. Most of the Quad is co-ed, and it works there. Matt Miller '04

It’s mutually different than having guys at the end of your hall. The guys are still there. Rachel Richter '06

That’s fine. As long as everyone in the living space is fine with it and respects the policies. Zach Rybaltowski '02

No Photo Available

Sound Off! Want to be heard? Send your thoughts and opinions to grizzly@ursinus.edu by noon on Friday.

The Editor’s Voice: SERV and Campus Safety to the Rescue

Ann Antanavage
Grizzly Editor-in-Chief

I decided in the busy days of the end of the semester I would start an editor’s column for Conite and I fought over. (Ahaha, neither of us will have to write it after a few weeks.)

First off, I’d like to write about the story that is the namesake of the column.

Last week, I had a little run in with a hot cup of tea (and I was sober!). Luckily my fast acting roommates were there and called Campus Safety, which luckily called SERV. And everyone showed up in an extremely timely manner!

No one said to me I was very thankful for all of the fast responses from all of my pals and that I never forget the extreme embarrassment in this episode.

You always hear stories about Campus Safety did not respond, I had even witnessed one myself.

But I am happy to report that Safety is on the ball, responding to our demands to call. So be a big THANK YOU to Campus Safety! Also be a big THANK YOU to the EMTs who showed up on SERV who not only informed and took care of me.

And lastly, but certainly not least, a LOTS OF THANKS to my room mates! They have been fantastic putting up with my complaints and such.

Did you hear about that show where Derek Jeter’s bat at auction? See page 4.

And wasn’t that “Roman Male in Winter beauty” I mean didn’t we already mention her earlier in the year. I think it was a good idea! You can tell on campus, some do! I don’t know if anyone is on campus, but I do know that the Cotton Club is going to be a hot ticket.

But I am happy to report that Safety is on the ball, responding to our demands, to call! So be a big THANK YOU to Campus Safety!
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One of the music industry's most prestigious award shows, The Grammy Awards, is a world-renowned event where artistic collaborations perform and some lock into the cello and a surprise to the entertainment world. In the interview, Billy Joel's security has become after the world. In the interview, where should would return to the audience. Also, Alan Jackson had many of the year's most popular performers. However, Bert was from Jupiter, as an expert in gays adopting children. Florida, Mississippi, and Utah that no longer HIV positive. Florida wanted to place the boy with a gay. However, the expert has said for Bert that any law in Florida. O'Donnell says having a crucial Tomlin as a golfer. Rosie was told to the boy with a homosexual couple instead of the family that has been with all of his life. The family is happy and living a great life in Florida. Rosie is trying to tear all of the children back to health as a best as they could. When Bert turned fifteen, they discovered that he was no longer HIV positive. Rosie is a success of 9/11 children with HIV can recover the disease and Bert was one of those kids. All of the children were now adopted by Leff and Conservation expert. Bert is in a law in Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana a gay person cannot adopt a child. They could adopt Franz because he is the child over the age of 14, can be adopted. Bert and Franz were adopted because they came from Oregon. However, Bert was from Florida, was over ten years old, and no longer HIV positive. Rosie wanted to place the boy with a homosexual couple instead of the family that has been with all of his life. This is where O'Donnell comes into the story. When she heard about the difficulty of finding a child, Leff and Conservation expert, Bert wanted everyone to know that she is gay, has adopted three children. She resides Florida her father. O'Donnell wanted everyone to know that she is gay, and a 14-year-old is just about a year home because a heterosexual couple could have raised them. Rosie interviewed a state representative of Florida and an expert in gays adopting children. O'Donnell has been in a committed relationship with his partner Kelly Carpenter, former Nickelodeon marketing executive. It was introduced to Carpenter by her brother Danny, who is a lawyer and also gay. Carpenter is now a full-time gay, adoptive, and a single. O'Donnell and Carpenter recently married in New York, and Carpenter helps raise O'Donnell's three adopted children. Carpenter's family is Chelsea, age 4, and Blake, age 2. Sometimes people did not know Rosie was gay, she has never really hidden it from many people. O'Donnell and Carpenter are always seen together out in public, and O'Donnell even thanked her at the 2001 Emmy Awards last year. O'Donnell has never talked about Carpenter on her show because that is part of her private life she does not show to the public. Rosie also mentioned that she would love to expand her family. She is open to adopting children and hopes to keep on working for foster and adoption services.
Girls Lacrosse Starts Out Strong After
A Productive Southern Swing

The New Fad
Drug That Might Be A
Thinly Veiled Disaster

Im certain that if youve ever checked out a fitness magazine, youve seen a new revolutionary weight loss drug known as Dreaming. This new drug is pretty much what any college student is dreaming of. Thedrug quickly does or claims to do with out any exercise, what any person would spend years in the gym to accomplish. The Dreaming Cut campaign is based solely on the image of people who are slightly or moderately overweight losing bodybuilding competition in a matter of months, people just like Marla Duncan. Of course this drug seems to be good to be true, and according to many doctors it is.

According to Justin Leonard, online fitness guru, Ephedrine or Hydroxycut seem to be too good to be true, and according to many doctors it is harmless when taken in the allowable amount of ephedrine in the body. It speed up the metabolism, stimulates the heart and central nervous system, which ultimately effects most commonly associated to heart attacks, high blood pressure, nerve damage, strokes, dizzi ness, seizures, and death. The other bad thing is that people who use Hydroxycut also usually already work out, and continue to work out once they begin a cycle of ephedrine. You cannot and you will not together if you already have a higher heart rate normal from ephedrine, and then you work out, you now have a heart rate twice what it would be if you were doing either of these acts independently. Its just scary to imagine twice the load on your heart.

In recounting all this, its frightening to think drug your going to have a heart attack, because alot of people do not maybe you should check the back of that miracle bottle the next time you pop a pill.

7. Erin Fitzgerald, Emily Durkin and Diane Elia led the scoring charge, while Becca Mannon and Melissa Schlofield made a goal.
8. The Ursinus bench also helped out as Casey Leap scored one goal, and the rest of the girls played some strong defense to end the game.
9. On Saturday the Bears again took the field at Neumann for the second game of the year. Again the Bears pulled out a substantial victory winning 17-9. Again led the scoring with 4 goals, followed by Jamie Matty with 3. Becca Mannon again played a strong game with 5 saves.

These two convincing victories show exactly why our Bears are ranked 13th in the Nation with strong hopes for this is national championship. These two convincing victories came after a very successful trip to Florida where the Bears went undefeated against some quality opponents.

The Bears are looking at some tough opponents this year very soon they will face the likes of Gettysburg, and The College Of New Jersey. At this point in the season the sky is the limit. Good luck on a great season girls.

**Girls Lacrosse Prepares For Their Flight To St. Petersburg**

**Ursinus Scoring Versus Western Maryland**
Erin Fitzgerald (6g, 3a); Emily Durkin (5g, 1a); Sarah Ulmer (2g, 2a); Diane Elia (3g); Jaime Matty (1g, 2a); Abby Ross (2g); Andrea Patey (1g, 1a); Casey Leap (1g)

**Ursinus Scoring Versus Neumann**
Erin Fitzgerald (4g, 3a); Jaime Matty (3g, 4a); Aubrey Andre (3g, 1a); Andrea Patey (2g); Sarah Ulmer (1g, 1a); Leigh Voigt (1g); Diane Elia (1g); Abby Ross (1g); Julie Micklos (1g)

**Bears Take It To Boston For Indoor Track ECACs**

For scores and highlights, see our next edition! Sorry for any inconvenience.

**Sports Schedule**

Friday, March 22
Gymnastics at NCAA National Championships (Ithaca, NY)

Saturday, March 23
Baseball at Gettysburg

Track & Field at Swarthmore

**Classifieds**

Overnight Camp

Help Wanted

Located in Schwenksville.

Looking for Staff for all positions.

General counselors, kitchen help, zipline/climbing wall/archery, swim instruction, basketball, softball, hockey, soccer, arts/crafts, dance, gymnastics. Must love kids ages 7-16.

Please call 215-658-1225 for more info.

**Longtime New York Yankee outfielder, Bubba Rivera, was released from the Yankees this past week. This occurred after he allegedy stole Derek Jeters bat and glove from his locker, and sold it. It makes you wonder when enough is enough considering Rivera had just signed a contract for 1 million dollars.**